
 

G4S Provides the best customized and tailored solutions and products to fit your project needs and budgets. 
Solutions fulfill the requirements of most projects in the following sectors: 

Enterprise Solutions

Banking & Finance: Bank branches, 
HQ, ATMs …

Educational: Universities, Colleges, 
Institutes and Schools …

Vehicles: Patrol cars, Buses, Trains, 
Cash Transport Vehicles …

Commercial Buildings: Malls, Retail 
stores, Chain Stores …

Residential: Homes, Residential 
building complexes … 

Healthcare: Hospitals, Pharmacies 
Medical Centers, Clinics …

Hospitality: Hotels, Restaurants, 
Resorts …

Industrial: Factories, Warehouses, 
Cargo Handling …

Traffic Control: Highways, 
Intersections, Streets, Toll gates …

Government: Buildings, Embassies, 
Public Facilities …

 

Critical Facilities: Solar Plants, Dams, 
Structural Safety …

Petrochemical: Oil and Gas Refineries, 
Gas stations …

Ports and Borders: Airports, Seaports, 
Land borders …

Military and Defense: Tanks & 
Equipment, Critical areas, Border …

City Wide Surveillance: Streets, 
Highways, Public parks …

Centralization
G4S provides state of the art centralized monitoring and administration solutions for large projects, with emphasis on the control room high-
lighting the flexibility of the systems and their first rate features.

Software: 
G4S’s software services provide full centralized management 
systems, including monitoring and controlling all alarms, events 
and actions through one screen as well as forwarding and notifying 
multiple parties. The software also provides extra selective services 
to ensure the system down time is zero, with fail-over, redundancy, 

and streaming management. 

Hardware: 
G4S’s enterprise systems provide various video wall size options 
reaching up to 25 x 25 monitors, with custom-built viewing from up 
to 128 sources, including security cameras as well as other controlled 
events in the same view. Its features also include centralized recording 
or archiving for multiple branches with unlimited storage options, 

with various band-with management and optimization solutions.



Hardware and Storage capabilities
G4S’s system supports enterprise needs, reaching up to hundreds 
of terabytes while providing safe and fast reading and writing to 
the storage. This is emphasized with multiple options from 128TB 
internally, with all options of RAID to iSCSI, NAS and Cloud separate 
options. To serve the above requirements G4S systems provide Elite 
hardware such as hot swappable power, dual Fan in addition to Fibre 

connections for cameras and NVRs.

Technology Edge
G4S’s enterprise systems stay up to date with the latest technologies 
whereas systems are developed and updated to match the ever 
changing requirements of the security market. 
Wireless cameras can support all Wi-Fi standards to meet network 
requirements and Trailer cameras are equipped with all hardware 
needed to make an unmanned patrol tour in any location. 
The system supports social networking such as sending tweets for 
any alarm alerts as well as allowing all kinds of smart-phones to view 
the system and control it remotely. 

Hierarchy Authorization
 
Authority levels can be classified per site or per camera or even per 
function. The authority can be granted per user or group with different 
credentials, whereas every act is logged with time and user details. 

Durability
G4S systems solutions are made to cater for small safe homes to 
harsh explosive areas. Some of the below are examples of what 
makes the hardware sturdy and durable:

Temperature Tolerance and Weather Conditions: 
G4S cameras are suitable for use in extreme temperatures ranging 
from -50°C up to 70 °C the cameras also have other features 
resistance to rain and dusty situations, with up to IP69 ingress 
protection. In addition to many other features such as anti-moisture 
coating for the camera bubble. 

Marine: 
Made to confront the severe environmental elements affecting 
coastal areas, G4S enterprise systems have been made with a special 
coating technology allowing it to withstand the effects of salt water  
with testing up to 1,000 hours to prove effectiveness. G4S enterprise 
systems have also passed tests proving that they can operate reliably 
in serious wind conditions with up to 120km/hour wind speed. 

Mobility: 
G4S enterprise solutions can be employed in a myriad of mobile 
systems such as school buses, tourism buses, and CIT vans; providing 
shock resistant, GPS integration with google maps and Mobile network 
communication solutions in addition to centralization and backup. 

System Integration
G4S’s system supports open protocol within a compatibility list with 
different brands to provide the user with multiple vendor options. It 
also provides integration with other systems like Text-in function to 
import generic text from different systems like ATMs, automated data 
collection, e-pay systems and access control systems to synchronize 

all with related video.

Performance
Light conditions adaptation: 
In surveillance both low and high lights are considered a challenge; 
G4S’s cameras overcame these conditions with Super IR LEDs 
reaching up to 500 meters in complete darkness.
The light shades and brightness scenes can be processed with up 
to 120dB wide dynamic range function improving video exposure 
quality in scenes with high contrast between bright and dark areas in 
the video (for example a shady and a sunny area in the same scene).

Wide Areas:  
In the case of borders and wide areas which cannot be covered 
with regular cameras, Thermal cameras do the job with coverage of 
several kilometres through fog, smoke and any soft barriers.

Scalability
G4S’s Enterprise systems are scalable from a single site to an unlimited 
number of cameras with thousands of users in various locations 
distributed either locally or worldwide within a sturdy and flexible 
architecture. Additional services can be distributed throughout the 
system with options for customization, future expansions and new 
technologies adoption.


